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1. Code/Club Funding

(a) Current funding methodology

Prior to the commencement of RWWA on 1st August 2003, TAB funding for the three

codes was specified in the TAB Betting Act. For harness and thoroughbreds this Act also

specified the formula for intracode TAB distribution to metropolitan and country clubs.

Unfortunately, the current RWWA Act, i.e. the provision which applied from 1st August

2006, provides no such formula to protect codes or clubs.

The funding models which now apply are markedly different each season and there is no

surety about club or stakemoney funding from year to year.

RWWA's obligations to the Minister via its Statement of Corporate Intent was designed to

provide funding specifications, however, this information is never conveyed to clubs until

the RWWA Board has finalised the funding distribution model for the ensuing season.

Code specific industry plans to be shortly released by RWWA may provide more detailed

information about future funding, however, it will have taken 6% years for this to eventuate.

Since the inception of RWWA there have been significant funding movements away from

the ratios which applied up until 1st August 2003.

Pre 1/8/2003 RWWA Funding Variation
2008/09 (1)

Harness * 29.76 27.92 -1.84%
Thoroughbreds * 55.26 59.61 +4.35%>
Greyhounds 14.98 12.47 - 2.51%>

Total TAB Distribution 100.000/0 100.00°1c>

(1)

*

RWWA Annual Report 2008/09

Code funding excluded capital grants made via the Racecourse Development Trust,
which for the horse codes reflected the ratio between the two codes, i.e. 35%
harness, 65% thoroughbreds.

Whilst the percentage variation of 1.84% to harness racing does not appear significant, it

represented a loss to harness racing of $1.98 million in 2008109.
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Capital funding to clubs (harness and thoroughbreds)

Capital developments prior to RWWA were funded either by the clubs or the Racecourse

Development Trust, which assisted harness and thoroughbreds with capital developments

up until August 2003. The proportions paid by the Racecourse Development Trust to the

horse codes were 35%> harness and 65% to thoroughbreds.

Funding since 15t August 2003 was at the complete discretion of RWWA.

Unfortunately, RWWA again made disproportionate funding grants, once again in favour of

thoroughbreds.

Percentage of Grants 2004105 Grants 2004105
Clubs Grants to 2008/09 to 2008/09

Up to 1/8/2003 $M %of total
Harness 35.00 7.34M 23.8%
Thoroughbreds 65.00 23.61M 76.2°k

100.00% 30.95M 100.00%

RWWA continually insists it does not wish to discuss percentages and advises that it

creates the distribution model from the ground up, not taking into account percentages at

any time.

However, these percentages provide an accurate measure of how one code is being

funded compared to another and it is unrealistic for RWWA to ignore this vital factor when

determining future funding policy.

Investment decisions by owners and breeders in WA harness and thoroughbred

businesses are determined on the relativity of rewards (stakemoney).

Standardbreds and thoroughbreds cost the same to train and race, and clearly the higher

rewards offered to thoroughbreds results in a greater number of owners and breeders, and

ultimately punters and on track customers.

The current process has to some degree failed harness racing and WATA is fearful that

with a new Board/senior administration, further negative changes may occur in distribution

policy.
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(b) Ownership of TAB Distribution

There appears to be a mindset at RWWA that it owns what was, prior to RWWA's

establishment, race clubs' TAB distribution.

Given there is nothing in the RWWA Act to prescribe a club's, or indeed a code's

entitlement, other than a general statement to the effect in clause 106 of the Act that

RWWA, after paying costs and certain expenses, will pay the balance in such amounts

as it determines to the three codes, this mindset is understandable.

The TAB was established in 1961 and effectively destroyed race clubs' wagering

monopoly.

The bulk of club funding is now generated via the TAB and clubs, instead of having an

entitlement to TAB funding, must rely upon RWWA's benevolence or not for financial

outcomes.

WATA has an excellent relationship with both the administration and Board of RWWA,

but is extremely concerned about the current funding processes. Once a funding policy

is decided by RWWA a club or code affected by the decision has limited recourse. An

approach to the administration will unlikely succeed because it was the administration

who recommended the policy to the Board.

An approach to the Board will more than likely result in the Board supporting the

administration and its own decision to support the administration's recommendation.

An approach to the relevant Minister will likely see the Minister support the Board he

appointed or he endorsed as incoming Minister.

RWWA has total power and is able to decide a code's/club's future at will and it is

reasonable for this level of control to be tempered by a simple change to how the codes

are funded.
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(c) Uncertainty creates doubt for clubs, owners, licensees, breeders

At present metropolitan harness racing, and indeed all harness clubs, are uncertain

about the ramifications (both financial and operational) of RWWA's Harness Strategic

Plan, which is to be released in early 2010.

Will clubs be closed, meetings relocated, capital funding reduced, stakemoney pegged,

relative funding between harness and thoroughbreds further reduced?

These questions, and many others, are being asked by owners, licensees, breeders and

race clubs.

Uncertainty creates doubt, then ultimately fear.

It is unreasonable to expect investors to be interested in a business with this level of

uncertainty and unrealistic to assume that ownership numbers in harness will rise with

the growing disparity in funding level increases vis-a-vis harness vs. thoroughbreds.

Specified code and club distributions overcome the doubt.
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(d) Retain the relativity between WA race codes' funding

The establishment of RWWA was designed to protect the interests of the three codes

and not see funding levels determined/influenced by relative TAB turnover levels (local

or interstate).

Seventy-five percent (75 %
) of RWWA's income is derived from betting on non-WA race

meetings (all codes). There exists a misguided and incorrect view that distributions to

codes should be based upon code TAB turnover and not apportioned in a way to

maintain the viability of all three codes (as per the provisions of the RWWA Act, section

35(1 )(b) -

35. Functions in relation to racing in general

(1) Without limiting the functions of RWWA under Parts 3 and 5, it is a
function of RWWA -

(b) to foster the development, promote the welfare and ensure the
integrity of metropolitan and country thoroughbred racing, harness
racing and greyhound racing, in the interests of the long term viability
of the racing industry in Western Australia.

Establishing intercode/intracode entitlements will safeguard the interests of codes and

clubs, and not permit some future RWWA Board or administration to conveniently ignore

this function, as per governments in other states.
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Comparisons of code funding 2003/04 and 2008/09

(for stakemoney and subsides) to races conducted
foals/pups born, trainers licensed, individual starters)

2003/04 2008/09

Harness Numbers Averages Numbers Averages Variances

(a) Races run

Average funding per race 2,243 $ 8,607 2,401 $12,553 +45.8%

Total TAB/RWWA funding $19.30M $30.14M +$10.836M

+56.1%

(b) Average funding per foal born 622 $30,028 699 $43,121 +43.6%

(c) Average funding per trainer licensed 736 $26,230 702 $42,937 +63.7%

(d) Average funding per individual starter 2,038 $ 9,470 2,177 $13,845 +46.2%

Thoroughbreds

(a) Races run

Average funding per race 2,152 $16,657 2,258 $28,505 +71.1%

Total TAB/RWWA funding $35,84M $64.36M +$28.52M

+79.6%

(b) Average funding per foal born 1,553 $23,083 1,861 $34,586 +49.8%

(c) Average funding per trainer licensed 610 $58,767 705 $91,300 +55.3%

(d) Average funding per individual starter 3,241 $11,060 3,807 $16,907 +52.9%

Greyhounds

(a) Races run

Average funding per race 2,856 $ 3,402 3,569 $ 3,772 +10.9%

Total TAB/RWWA funding $9.71M $13.46M +$3.75M

+38.6%

(b) Average funding per pup born 523 $18,581 787 $17,108 -7.9%

(c) Average funding per trainer licensed 316 $30,753 296 $45,486 +47.9%

(d) Average funding per individual starter 1,595 $ 6,092 1,817 $ 7,410 +21.6%

Comments
From a horse racing/breeding perspective the most notable variances since the inception of
RWWA are the sizeable increases in total stakemoney (Le. the portion funded by RWWA) , the
fact that foalings (both codes) have increased and trainer numbers in thoroughbreds have risen
by 16% whilst harness numbers have fallen by 5%. Overall it is a very positive outcome for all
codes.
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(e) Effects of funding policy errors in other states

• Metropolitan harness tracks throughout Australia

Per head of population Gloucester Park leads the nation in attendances and on and

off course betting turnover by a very significant margin.

Unfortunately, in other states the position is very different. In Sydney the industry is

in the process of selling its metropolitan track at Harold Park, relocating all meetings

to Menangle, some 50 kilometres west of Sydney. In Melbourne meetings will cease

being conducted at Moonee Valley on 6th February 2010 and all racing is to be

relocated to Melton, 40 kilometres from Melbourne.

In Brisbane the grandstand at Albion Park was found to be structurally unsound and

recent meetings were transferred to the Gold Coast. The metropolitan track is

negotiating to sell surplus land to better the industry's finances.

South Australia relocated its metropolitan facility to Globe Derby Park, near

Salisbury, many years ago and South Australian harness racing's survival now

depends upon the sale of surplus land.

Like the greyhounds, it is essential that Western Australian harness racing retains

a modern metropolitan facility and not be forced by financial pressures to sell

Gloucester Park.

• A decade of decline in other states

Despite some increases in total stakemoney payments in other states, there has

been a massive decrease in foals born and licensed trainers from 1999/2000 to

2008/09.

Many interstate trainers only survive financially because of access to race

meetings across state borders.
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Reductions, particularly in foalings, will have a long term effect upon TAB

turnover and it is essential for foal numbers to be stabilised and ideally

increased.

A decade of decline in other states

Average Variation in Variat ion in
Average 2&3YO Stakesl Foals Born Registered

Race Stakemoney Race 2&3YO 1999/2000 to Trainers
Numbers IRace Numbers Races 2008/09 1999/2000 to

$ $ 2008/09

NSW 4236 5,515 860 6,669 -39% -37%

Queensland 2586 5,445 253 9,755 -34% -24%

SA 1326 3,095 186 5,345 -45% -29%

Tasmania 738 6,813 146 8,356 -13% -30%

Victoria 4136 7,274 929 9,136 -24% -15%

WA 2401 9,223 375 9,265 +5% -17%
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(f) Create a more equitable partnership between RWWA, codes, clubs and participants

Nobody in WA racing in 2002 envisaged the level of control the RWWA Act would impose

upon the codes and clubs. Clubs are virtually powerless and the Act does nothing to

assist.

The bulk of the sub clauses in Section 35: Functions in relation to racing in general, are

motherhood statements and do not reflect operational realities between clubs and RWWA.

RWWA's total control over funding and clubs' lack of any formal entitlement results in

RWWA determining all policies irrespective of a code or club's view upon issues which

realistically should be within a club 's control, e.g. basic stakemoney levels, race

dates/days, race conditions and programmes, race times, race order, number of races,

feature race stakemoney, application or not of race acceptance fees , etc, etc, etc.

Whilst most agree that the previous 'Principal Club' model was deficient in some areas,

the RWWA model is also faulty, mainly because it provides absolute control, either

directly or indirectly, over every aspect of a race club's business.

This level of control can be moderated by simply providing both the codes and

metropolitan and country sectors within each code, with a specific proportion of

distributable funds. Total distributable funds could remain as defined in section 106

of the Act.
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(g) Changes in RWWA's Board or senior administration

Notwithstanding the WATA has complete confidence in RWWA's current Board

Members and senior management, it is not unrealistic to expect that at some future time

with changes in personnel that the Board's and administration's view on code funding

may alter significantly.

This view may be driven by a dogmatic CEO or one or two influential Board Members,

or a combination of both.

There are no tangible rules, agreements, policies, or other mechanisms which can

protect a code or club from such processes.

A funding distribution formula will protect all parties from such an outcome.
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(h) Retain the relationship between effort and reward

Clubs which may be able to create income sources separate from RWWA should not

be penalised for this success, either via operational or capital funding reductions.

At present the RWWA Act allows this to occur.

Race clubs are not for profit organisations and the vast bulk of surpluses are either

spent on capital development or stakemoney.
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(i) A RWWA model for New Zealand?

Harness Racing New Zealand (HRNZ) issued a public circular on 23rd November

2009 and a letter on 21st December 2009 expressing concerns about a proposal to

implement a RWWA type administration model in New Zealand (Appendix 1).

Similar to concerns expressed by WATA in this submission, HRNZ are also worried

about a number of issues, not only the process of possible change, but also about

race dates, funding, venue rationalisation and possible priority given to the

thoroughbred code.
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U) Options for change

The TAB distribution formula contained within the TAB Betting Act and which applied up

until 31st July 2003, prescribed funding distributions to individual codes and metropolitan

and country clubs within the codes.

The Act worked satisfactorily for a period, however, it was found wanting in terms of

percentages distributable to country race clubs and the fact that the then Principal Clubs

imposed cost burdens upon country clubs when those costs should have been absorbed

by the Principal Club.

Following are two options which will protect both codes and clubs.

• Option One

Prescribed code funding

(1) Prescribe a set funding distribution percentage to each code.

This could be, for instance, an average of the percentages which applied

over the previous three financial years. The prescribed code funds are

those identified and which are already distributable under Section 106(2)

of the RWWA Act.

(2) Prescribe a set percentage of code funding to (i) metropolitan based clubs,

and (ii) country based clubs.

• Option Two

This option is to extend Option One to also prescribe funding levels to individual

clubs based upon monies the clubs received in the previous financial year.

Option Two would permit all clubs (particularly community clubs) to better protect

their operations and to also provide some surety to local councils which provide

significant assistance.
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2. RWWA's Ability to Fund the Racing Industry

(a) Effect iveness of RWWA operations

Irrespective of how efficiently RWWA can manage the wagering and racing businesses

in Western Australia, unless it is able to generate additional revenue RWWA, and

consequently the WA racing industry, will fail.

RWWA's last six years were reasonably successful, primarily as a result of good

management and a buoyant economy. However, in more recent times, because of a

combination of several factors, turnover growth has ceased and expenses have risen.

Major factors which have affected RWWA's net revenue include :

corporate bookmakers

the global economic crisis

a variation to the Supertab pooling agreement

introduction of national product fees.

RWWA has endeavoured to reduce expenditure by cutting its own costs and

decreasing funding to the codes, however, unless the State Government recognises

and acknowledges RWWA's dilemma, stakemoney and race meeting numbers will be

reduced.

WATA Submission to the Joint Standing Committee on the
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(b) Tax on TAB betting

The RWWA Tax Act 2003 prescribes the following -

(i)

(ii)

TAB betting (pari-mutuel)

TAB fixed odds betting

11.91 % of gross revenue

2.00% of bets place on racing

0.50°!c> of bets placed on sporting events.

TAB betting

The bulk of RWWA's income is derived from pari-mutuel race betting and whilst the

State Government has provided a reduction in TAB taxation in conjunction with the

establishment of RWWA, much has changed since that time. The following example

illustrates the decline in RWWA's net revenue on a $100 Win bet -

Win bet commission

Less Costs: Product fees (non WA product)

Pooling fee

Taxation (as a turnover 0!c»

At 1.8.2003 At 1.1.2010

14.250% 14.250%

Nil $ 1.500

$ 0.125 $ 1.200

$ 1.690 $ 1.690

Net commission before costs and distribution
to codes $12.440 $ 9.860

The above does not include GST, which is calculated at $1.295 for each $100 bet.

In addition to these additional costs, RWWA is required to compete with corporate

bookmakers and other Australian TABs for customers, some of which are providing

customers with a 5% rebate on turnover, which would leave RWWA with a net $4.86

per $100 bet if the rebate was given.
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TAB pari-mutuel wagering taxation comparisons with other states/territories

Current The Future
%

Western Australia 11.91 of GR Unknown?

Victoria 19.11 of GR Reducing to 7.6%> in 2012

South Australia 2.10 of GR Reducing to zero by 2013

NSW 19.11 of GR Will be forced to reduce to compete
with Victoria/South Australia

Queensland 20.00 of GR Will be forced to reduce to compete
with Victoria/South Australia

GR = Gross Revenue, i.e. the commission rate received by the betting operator.
In WA the GR on a win bet is 14.25°1<>. Therefore, State taxation is 11.91% of
14.25% of the bet value.

At first glance the WA TAB wagering taxation level appears reasonable, however, with Victoria

reducing to a 7.6°1<> of GR in 2012, South Australia at 2.1% of GR and reducing to 0 by 2013

and minimal taxation payable by betting exchanges and corporate bookmakers, particularly

those based in the Northern Territory, competition for current WA wagering customers will

further intensify.

RWWA is in a dire position trying to retain its high turnover customers given the competition

and taxation regimes of other entities and states .

Whilst the State Government has provided some incentives to RWWA to market its services

to high turnover customers by lowering the taxation rate so as to create a bigger margin to

enable RWWA to offer competitive rebates, on occasions even greater rebates are being

offered by other operators , e.g. Tote Tasmania .

The real need is to lower taxation on all turnover to the rate which currently exists within

South Australia .
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(c) Provide RWWA with more opportunities to compete and generate income

It is unrealistic to believe RWWA will be capable of increasing funding levels for WA racing

without being provided with alternate and cost effective betting products, combined with an

extended sales network.

• Betting products - new licences required

At present the Burswood Casino has a monopoly on all gaming bet types and ironically

the monopoly even extends to virtual horse racing. This product is presently licensed

with TAB operators in other Australian states, but in WA Burswood Casino holds the

licence.

Virtual horse racing should be a licensed RWWA betting product and not monopolised

by Burswood Casino. It is cost effective, attracts no product or pooling fees and is

easily marketed and distributed.

RWWA should be permitted to develop a range of other betting products to

complement its traditional wagering bet types.

• Sales network - expansion a must

The current RWWA sales network is limited to Agencies, Pubtabs, telephone and

the internet.

Restricting wagering to AgenCies and Pubtabs is one of the reasons why such a low

percentage of the population are TAB punters. Lotto has a significant advantage in

this regard in addition to the fact it is permitted to sell bets to persons as young as 16

years of age.

New technology and betting products will permit the RWWA sales network to expand

into alternate locations, e.g. newsagencies, shopping centres and other popular

outlets.
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• Inevitable outcomes if the State Government does not respond

As previously stated, unless RWWA is able to generate additional income or lower

its expenses, the WA racing industry will stagnate and eventually decline.

RWWA then has no option but to cut costs further by reducing club funding, closing

tracks, and reducing stakemoney across the board.

The WA racing industry codes provide entertainment, employment and opportunities

for tens of thousands of Western Australians. It is part of the social fabric of WA and

should be retained in its present form for generations to come.
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(d) Recognition of Commun ity Race Clubs

In 2008/09 RWWA was respons ible for and funded 890 race meetings, which saw 7834

individual animals racing at more than 50 tracks .

Many of these tracks have limited meeting numbers, are not televised on Sky Channel

and some are not even covered by the Western Australian TAB service.

However, these same facilities provide their local community with an interest,

entertainment and a more diverse social fabric essential in country towns.

RWWA services and funds these meetings without State Government assistance and

indirectly the racing industry is in effect contributing to a community service, which is

reasonable.

In the case of harness racing, such clubs (although all are covered by the TAB and

some meetings are on Sky Channel) include Albany, Geraldton, Kalgoorlie , Collie,

Wagin, Kellerberrin, Williams, Bridgetown, Busselton and York.

The State Government must acknowledge this contribution and respond in terms of

a review of TAB turnover taxation, the provision of new betting products and a

more customer friendly sales network.
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3. Communications, Consultation and Control

RWWA is responsible for providing strategic direction and leadership in the development,

integrity and welfare of the WA racing industry to ensure its competitiveness and long term

commercial viability for the benefit of industry stakeholders.

These responsibilities are immense and the complexity of establishing a body responsible not

only for wagering activities, but also three codes of racing, is quite unique throughout

Australasia.

Whilst the establishment of RWWA has provided many benefits to the codes, it regretfully

mandated absolute power to RWWA's administration, and ultimately the Board.

The level of control over clubs affairs requires proper examination and modification.

Whilst RWWA communications and governance processes are in accordance with the

provisions of the RWWA Act, unfortunately, the level of regulation and control by RWWA over

all matters stifles innovation, creates disharmony between stakeholders, divides industry

groups and leaves some stakeholders with little or no real say about important industry issues.

In addition , some groups or individuals clearly possess more influence than others with

RWWA in the decision making processes.
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The following are examples of why clubs/individuals and other groups feel disenfranchised.

(a) RWWA Harness Racing Consultative Group

The requirement to consult is provided for under the Act, however, in reality the process

regularly fails. At the very first Harness Consultative meeting it was made patently clear

by the RWWA CEO (of the day) that there would be no vote on issues and that if all

industry groups voted in favour or against a course of action, RWWA would make the

decision irrespective of the vote.

If Consultative Groups are to continue then those participating should be provided with

a realistic expectation that a majority view on a subject should carry some meaningful

input into the decision making processes. Presently RWWA is completely ignoring

some unanimous Harness Consultative Group views.
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(b) Level of RWWA control over club activities

The RWWA structure and internal policies of RWWA have effectively removed many

opportunities for clubs to improve their businesses. Whilst clubs are deemed

responsible for betting turnovers, attendances, marketing, customer service, grounds,

tracks and on-course totalisator, many of the important decisions which influence the

outcomes are totally controlled by RWWA.

This level of control is often overseen by people not necessarily with any greater ability,

experience or expertise than those managing the tracks. Such control includes:

- the day clubs race

- meeting start and finish times

- how many races are run

- stakemoney paid for basic and feature races

- fronts of the races

- whether the races are standing start or mobile events

- distances

- whether one front is split into two or not

- which races are deleted and which are not

- which races have carryovers applied

- funding for capital grants

- the amount of money clubs receive to conduct race meetings.

Ultimately, this level of operational and financial control also determines what money

is available for marketing, ground maintenance and customer services.

Clearly, decisions concerning some of the issues mentioned above are dictated by

external bodies, e.g. Sky Channel, however, RWWA has a mountain of regulations,

policies and internal views which dominate and control every facet of a club's

business.
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Review of the Racing and Wagering Western Australia Acts January 2010
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4. RWWA Board

The present provisions to facilitate the appointment of the Directors and Chairman are

adeq uate and provide the codes with added comfort because of code appointment provisions.

This provision, which permits codes to nominate a person for the RWWA Board, must be

retained, as it provides codes and clubs with an additional source of communications.

From a RWWA perspective, code nominees provide independent and informed advice about

code and club issues and a code perspective concerning local and national issues. WATA

supports retention of the processes which facilitate the appointment of a code nominee on

the RWWA Board.

The current RWWA Board, including the Chairman, has been in place (except for one person)

since RWWA's establishment. The RWWA Board and administration are recognised

throughout the Australian racing industry for their professionalism, integrity and fairness .
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5. Ownership of the Western Australian TAB

To safeguard the racing industry's funding source it is essential that ownership of WA TAB

operations remain in the hands of State Government.

Those promoting its sale clearly do not possess the knowledge of what has occurred in other

states.

Its sale may provide the State Government, and possibly the codes, with a short term cash

injection, but at what future cost to the racing industry?

The introduction of a corporate entity into the equation may provide some cost savings , which

will more likely be utilised to fund the purchaser's borrowings or pay dividends to shareholders.

The WA TAB should be encouraged to pursue its own opportunities in terms of amalgamations

or pooling deals and not be subjected to a sale or takeover.

WATA Submission to the Joint Standing Committee on the
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APPENDIX 1

Harness Racing New Zealand (HRNZ) Circular dated 23rd November 2009

and

HRNZ letter dated 21st December 2009
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APPENDIX 1

135 Lincoln Road

PO Box 459
CHRiSTCHURCH 8140

21 December 2009

Mr Michael Stiassny

Chai rman

NZ Racing Board

PO Box 38899
WELLINGTON MAIL CENTRE

Dear Michael

Telephone 03 964 1194
Facsimile 03 964 1187

Email edward@hrnz.co.nz

www.hrnz.co.nz

Thank you for attending the Executive 's meeting on 17 December 2009 to discuss the One Racing Report. After

reviewing this matter at length the Executive resolved:

1. That HRNZ reaffirm its support for exploring shared services effi ciencies w it h the NZRB and other codes, with

it recommended that a Cross Code Working Group, comprising two representatives from each code and the

NZRB1 be established to review options.

2. That HRNZ reconfirm its position at this time that governance of the codes must be reta ined separate in

accordance with the princ iples of the Racing Act 2003 and that changes to t he industry's governance

st ruct ures as current ly pr oposed in the One Racing Report be rejected.

3. That HRNZ write to the NZRB to seek clarification on a number of issues arising from its review of the One

Racing Report and request a response to t hese questions in writing for the Execut ive's meeting on 18
February 2010.

Accordingly Ilook forward to your response to the questions outlined in the attached schedule . It would be

appreciated if this could be received by 9 February 2010 for inclusion on the agenda for the Executive 's meeting.

HRNZ welcomes in itiatives which result in enhanced benefits for the overall industry and appreciates the

opportunity to participate in exploring shared service efficiencies.

Should you have any queries in re lation to any of the above please do not hesita te t o con tact me.

Yours sincerely

. - -'y- ..," ...~\ ~-· ~i'· ~.

~'.:~.~i/it:r--~.:::~

Pat O'Brien

CHAIRMAN

Copy to: Hon J Carter, Minister for Racing

Mr G Sargent, NZTR

Mr J McArthurl NZGRA
HRNZClubs and Kindred Bodi es
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HRNZ ONE RACING QUESTIONS TO THE NZRB
Attached are a number of questions to assist HRNZ in obtaining a clearer understanding of the One Racing

Report and the principles underlying it.

1. Why does t he NZRB perceive the current model does not work?

2. How wi ll th is st ruct ure have any im pact or improvement fo r t he Board in deali ng w ith it s comp et it ive

challenges and leakage? Bearing in mind that the codes have had limited involvement to date and have

been ext re mely supportive of the Board giving this the utmost priority.

3. Please outli ne and substant iate t he basis for determining t he proposed savings between t he NZRB and

codes? In particular, how did the Taskforce assess an additional $7.5m in savings th rough the inclusion

of HRNZ and NZGRA int o the One Racing mo del?

4. Would you please substantiate the $4m in "club" savings figure - how was th is determined and wha t

was the basis for this?

5. Feedback HRNZ has received is that t he RWWA model has not delivered cost savings and just resulted

in more bureaucratic decision making. Why will t he proposed New Zealand One Racing model be any

different? Did t he Taskforce undertake any f inancial analysis of the RWWA model?

6. Public state ments have been made by Taskforce members that Sect ion 16 will go under the One Racing

model. Is t his correct?

7. If there are no codes, how is funding set and ret urned to the industry? -I.e. t he basis of determining

code fundin g policies?

8. How wfff the dates pro cess be unde rt aken unde r t he proposed One Racing model?

9. How is the RAWNZ Board to be appointed, post the Transition Council? I.e. how will the RAWNZ Board

be appointed past t he initial appointments, assuming the Transaction Council is discontinued?

10. We are conc erned that there is a high risk of dom ination in appointments due to the composition of
t he Transit ional Council, i.e. representation bala nced in favour of thoroughbreds. Why is there not

equal representation on the Transition Council? Wou ld equal representation be entertained in the

overall interests of industry unity and collective responsibility?

11. How will the interests of the respective industry groups, e.g. breeders, own ers, traine rs, dr ive rs and

clubs be represented under t he prop osed modei?

12. Is there any acceptance that there will be variations in respect ive codes' rule s? What is the process for

exam ining and setting a code's ru les? Is there an acceptance t hat harness/thorou ghb red breeding ru les

might be different? For example: Artificial insemination.

13. NZTR previously uti lised service delivery contracts with the NZRB for Finance and Human Resource

functions. Why was this unsuccessful and discontinued?

14. How can the One Racing model be progressed given the Bell Gully opinion in relation to the Ttl-Code

Integrity Shared Services proposal? Is legislative change required, and if so, what is the timetable for

this?
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15. How much has the One Racing Review cost to date and who has funded this?

16. Why has the Board engaged a Public Relations company to develop strategies to promote this report

prior to the NZTR AGM? What is the cost of this and is this being met by NZTR?

17. It has been stated publicly that the One Racing Report was unanimously supported by both the NZRB

and NZTR Boards. If so, what was the basis of the NZRB resolution? I.e. to fully endorse the proposal or

just submit it to the industry for consultation?

18. As per the original scope of the Taskforce Review, is the NZRB prepared to enter a separate governance

arrangement with NZTR only, if the other codes do not support the One Racing model? If so, how will

costs be allo cated to the thoroughbred code so as not to disadvantage the other codes?

19. Please con firm assurances given that there are no plans and that no guarantees or promises have been

made, with respect to synthetic t racks for the thoroughb red code?

20. Why was HRNZ information disclosed to the Integration Taskforce contrary to written undertakings

given to HRNZ?
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135 Lincoln Road

PO Box 459

CHRISTCHURCH 8140

23 November 2009

Telephone 03 964 1194

Facsimile 03 964 1187

Emaillorraine@hrnz.co.nz

www.hrn z.co .nz

CIRCU LAR NO 0928
TO: THE SECRETARY ALL TOTALISATOR CLUBS AND KINDRED BODIES

FROM :

SUBJECT:

PAT O'BRIEN, CHAIRMAN

THOROUGHBRED RACING iN DUSTRYTASKFORCE REPORT

1. NZ Thoroughbred Racing (NZTR) and t he NZ Racing Board (NZRB) rel eased today a report f ro m t he

Thoroughbred Racing Taskforce recommending the adoption of the One Racing model for industry

governance and administration. This is largely based on an absorption of the t hree racing codes into the

NZRB. Harness Racing NZ (HRNZ) has received a copy of th e repor t and the fol !owing is my pre lim inary

vi ew w it h respect t o t he recom m endat ion s t herein .

2. Neither HRNZ nor Greyhound Racing NZ had any invo lvemen t in t he preparati on of t he report. HRNZ

has conveyed to the NZRB numerous times that it is supportive of exploring shared services and

efficiencies in indust ry administration, however is not supportive of combin ing th e ind ustry 's

govern ance st ructures.

3. My prelim inary view is that the report is one sided in approach to its recom mendations and

consideration of alternative structures. The repo rt is simplistic and inaccur at e with its assessment of

the potentia l savings that could be delivered under such a model, with no information given as to the

basis to support the assumptions in the report . There is also no analysis of sim ilar models in other

racing ad m n ist rati ons. In my opinio n t he savings est imated in t he report cannot and will no t be

delive red under such a model.

4 . The changes that were made in 2003 on the int roduct ion of the Racing Act and new NZRBwere based

on t he pr inciples of a code dr iven model. In my opin ion t hi s mode l is generally servin g t he ind ustr y 's

interest s we ll and has de live red conside rable benefi ts. Tax changes, inter nation ali sat ion, increases in

stakes and funding end t he conti nu ed development of th e racing product highlight the benefi t s that can

accrue to the industry by working together in a constructive manner. I believe the current structure is

working effectively and while always conscious of room for improvement, comments that it belongs to

a bygone era are emotive and without foundation.

5. I am also concerned that information quoted in the report that was provided by HRNZ to the separate

Shared Services Review was utilised by the Taskforce without any reference to HRNZ for approval for

this to happen and confirmation of the accuracy t hereof . This undermines the trust of HRNZ in its
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dealings w it h the NZRB on this matter and further emphasises in my.opinion that the report was

written with the clear objective in mind of assuming greater control of the industry without due

considerat ion of alternatives.

6. I believe there are fundamental, strategic and commercial objectives within each code and that the

interests of the participants within these codes would be compromised through one overall Board.

Despite the need for all codes to work together collaboratively, there are still competitive influences

and relationships that would not be fully served by one Board. The harness and greyhound codes are

major com ponents of the indust ry, represent ing 46% of th e m ar ketshare. The int erest s of

stakeholders in these industries must be taken into account.

7. If the One Racing model was introduced, HRNZ would have serious concerns as to the implications this

will have on our code, particularl y with dates, fu nding, marketing and possible venue rationalisation. It

is felt the ove rall interests of our industry participants and the development of our code would be

compromised under such a model, wi t h priority given t o t horoughbr ed racing.

8. As a general philosophy HRNZ remains committed to a club driven, performance based model where

rationalisation is based on performance not by decree. It is of concern that under the One Racing

model, the Racing Board would have increased influence and control over the operation of clubs and

venues. Th is:could undermine the volunteer base on which this industry is so dependent. Indirect

reference is made in the repo rt to this with potential savings that could be delivered at a club and

venue leveL

9. HRNZ is to have a Special Meeting of the Executive on 2 December 2009 to rev iew the report in detail.

VVh ile as a code w e must be proact ive and review t his in a constructive rather tha n a defensi ve ma nner,

the interests of our stakeholders and the future of the industry will be paramount in ou r consideration.

10. It is also likelv that depending on developments over the next few weeks, that a Special Meeting of all

clubs and kindred bodies w ii l be caiied for early in t he New Year to confirm a un ited indust ry pos it ion

on t hi s ma tt er . As stated abo ve HRNZ rema ins cornrn itted to expl oring shared serv ices and efficiencies

with the NZRB and other codes, however maintaining governance separate to the codes is not

negotiable .

Pat O'B rien

CHAIRMAN
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